This article deal with finding travelling wave solutions for the seventh order Sawada-Kotera Ito dynamiclal wave equation which describes the evolution of steeper waves of shorter wavelength than KdV equations using modified extended direct algebraic method. The new solutions derived have various physical structure, we also give graphic representation of the exact and stable solutions.
Introduction
Finding exact solution of nonlinear partial differential equations (NLPDEs) perform an important part in the study of nonlinear physical phenomena. In the last several years a lot of effective method used to find exact solution such as tanh method Malfliet [1] , sech method Wazwaz [2] , rational hyperbolic method Wazwaz [3] and exp-function method Abdou et al [4] and so on. Understanding a lot of application in optical fibers, electromagnetic radiation, solid state physics to view some not all need to formulate the problem in mathematical model usually express as NLPDE. The solutions give a good explication of what happened and will happen later, hence we need analytical and numerical method to solve the model [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . Higher order KdV equations in fluid dynamics was treated by a lot of researchers, Seadawy [15] get new exact solutions by using the variational method while Kabir et al [16] used modified Kudryshov method to find exact solitary wave solution of higher order nonlinear equations. Seadawy [17] apply the auxiliary equation of the direct algebraic method to obtain traveling wave solution for some different kinds of the generalized nonlinear fifth-order of KdV equations. Ganji [18] obtain new exact solutions for seventh-order Sawada-Kotera-Ito, Lax and Kaup-Kupershmidt equations using Exp-function method. Feng [19] get more general solution of the 7th order Sawada-Kotera (sSK) using (G'/G) expansion method and show that it is effective and powerful tool for solving nonlinear equations in mathematical physics. Shen et al [20] have studied the description of shallow-water, hydromagnetic and ion-acoustic waves in fluids and plasmas, and its extensions, with the cubic nonlinearity, higher-order linear dispersion and non-linear dispersion. They investigated the higher-order integrable members of the KdV hierarchy in fluid dynamics for their integrable properties through the Bell-polynomial procedure and Pomeau et al [21] gave structural stability of the Korteweg-de Vries solitons under a singular perturbation. Wazwaz [22] used the The Hirotas direct method and the tanhcoth method for multiple-soliton solutions of the SawadaKoteraIto seventh-order equation also Salas [23] use the cole-hopf transformation to compute the exact solution to sSKI. Jafari [24] applied hes variational iteration method for solving sSK while El-Sayed and Kaya [25] implemented the Adomian decomposition method (for short, ADM) for approximating the solution of the seventh-order SawadaKotera (sSK) and a Lax's seventh-order KdV (for short, LsKdV) equations and obtained exact solitary-wave solutions and numerical solutions. In [26] Ganji et al used the HPM and VIM methods to find exact solution to 7th order Sawada-Kotera dynamical wave equation (sSK). Zuhra et al [27] applied Optimal Homotopy Asymptotic Method (OHAM) on generalize Korteweg-de Vries (gKdV) equation with different coefficients to form 7th order Sawada Kotera (sSK) equations. In this work we consider 7th order Sawada-Kotera-Ito dynamical wave equation (sSKI) [28] and use the modified extended direct algebraic method [29] to obtain new exact travelling wave solutions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we apply the method to sSK and listing the two families of the solutions according to auxiliary equations [30] and plot the results of stable solutions. In section 3, Results and discussion are considered and finaly some conclusions are given.
Travelling wave solutions
the seventh-order Sawada-Kotera-Ito equation
Let the travelling wave solution as
be the travelling wave solution of equation (1) with ϕ(ξ) satisfies the following auxiliary equation
are arbitrary constants and k and ω are wave length and frequency respectively. The positive constant m is determined later.
(2) and (3), equation (1) can be written as
Balancing the nonlinear term u 2 u ′′′ and the highest order derivative u (7) in (4) using homogeneous balance method [32? ] gives m = 2, so the solution will be
Substituting from equation (5) into (4) and collecting coefficients then setting them equal to zero, we obtain a system of algebraic equations. Solving this system we can get the value of the parameters k, ω, p 0 , p 1 , p 2 We have three possibility for the coefficients of the solution of the seventh-order Sawada-Kotera-Ito equation Case I
Case III
Solving (3) we can find that ϕ takes one of the following forms
Solutions
Now substituting from (6), (7) and (8) into (5) considering the different form of ϕ i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 from equations (9),(10), (11), (12) , (13) we get the solution of the seventh-order Sawada-Kotera-Ito equation which is
Case I
Families 2
Here ϕ(ξ) satisfies the auxiliary equation ϕ ′ = √ h 2 ϕ 2 + h 4 ϕ 4 + h 6 ϕ 6 and the solution can be expressed as
Balancing the nonlinear term u 2 u ′′′ and the highest order derivative u (7) in (4) using homogeneous balance method gives n = 4, so the solution will be
substituting from equation (16) into (4) and collecting coefficients then setting them equal to zero, we obtain a system of algebraic equations. Solving this system we can get the value of the parameters k, ω, q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 here we have only one case for the coefficients. Case I:
Now substituting from Eq. (17) into (16), we obtain the solutions of seventh-order Sawada-Kotera-Ito equation ) 
Results and Discussion
In the literature we noticed that the numerical approximations by ADM applied to sSK showed a high degree of accuracy the order of the errors was O(h 8 ), while the homotopy analysis method (HAM) applied by Arora and Sharma [33] got the approximate solutions of Sawada Kotera Ito equation, Lax equation, and KaupKuperschmidt equation, respectively in very few iteration by choosing a suitable value of auxiliary parameter h, which controls the convergence of the method and by comparing with the known exact solution, it is shown that the obtained approximate solutions have a very high accuracy the absolute errors were approximately of order O(h 12 ), Jafari et al [24] applied Variational iteration method to sSK and LsKdV equations also, comparisons were made between Hes variational iteration method and Adomian decomposition method (ADM) for sSK and LsKdV equations the VIM reduces the volume of calculations without requiring to compute the Adomian polynomials. In [22] the single-soliton solution and other solutions as well were derived by using the tanhcoth method. The tanhcoth method has the advantage of determining more than one solution. A combination of Hirotas method and Heremans method were used to formally derive multiple-soliton solutions of the completely integrable SKIto seventh-order equation, the study confirmed the belief that these two methods are powerful techniques to handle nonlinear dispersive equations of any order. However, the tanhcoth method may give more than one single-soliton solution, whereas the direct method gives one-soliton solution. The Hirotas direct method gives N-soliton solutions for completely integrable equations, whereas the tanh method does not have this capability. We noticed also that the trav- eling wave solutions for SawadaKoteraIto equation established by using the Exp-function method is very powerful and efficient technique in finding exact solutions. In our work here we established different forms of the exact solutions according to three cases in family 1 and one case from family 2 with solitary wave, bright soliton, singular solitary, double dark, periodic wave, single bright and single dark solitary solutions.
Conclusion
Modified extended direct algebraic method was used to find exact solution to the nonlinear seventh order Sawada-Kotera Ito equation and get new form of soliton solutions which can be considered as a good result to understand some physical properties of dynamical wave equations.The graphical analysis discuss the behavior of the soliton solutions. Paper submitted: July 5, 2019 Paper revised: August 10, 2019 Paper accepted: August 20, 2019 
